
 

QMS and More Than You Think
Two fascinating new books by Richard Gentle are now available that explain all physical
reality and how the projection of creative consciousness fulfills every experience.

United Kingdom of Great Britain & N. Ireland, Apr 25, 2012 -- 'Quantum Mass
Superstructures' describes how we experience all physical reality and 'More Than
You Think' describes how we all create the realities we experience. These books will
empower individuals and offer clarity for anyone exploring spirituality, science or
self-help. If you ever watched 'The Secret' or 'The Leap' DVDs, then these books are
an essential, not-to-be-missed read that will enhance your understanding of life, the
universe and everything!

In the first book, 'Quantum Mass Superstructures' (QMS), Gentle explains the nature
of both individual and collective experience, taking the reader back to the formation
of the Earth and up to the present-day influence of social networks to explain why we
no longer experience world stability.

In his second book, 'More Than You Think', Gentle strips back the physical illusion
of reality and explains why we are all on the Earth experiencing a physical life. He
explains why science can explore all physicality but never directly find conscious
mind; and why the 'Big Bang' came from an always existing consciousness to form
the physical universe.

Gentle always writes succinctly and in an easily accessible style for any reader. These
are not science books, but they occasionally touch on science in a very simple and
understandable way. Gentle's books are never padded with unnecessary repetition,
but still manage to guide the reader through examples to illustrate his ideas.

QMS is illustrated with colour images and More Than You Think has black & white
illustrations.

Buy Quantum Mass Superstructures here
Buy More Than You Think here

For more informaion,please visit:
http://www.keekoo.co.uk
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Name: Richard Gentle

Company: Richard Gentle
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http://www.lulu.com/shop/richard-gentle/quantum-mass-superstructures/paperback/product-18826132.html
http://www.lulu.com/shop/richard-gentle/more-than-you-think/paperback/product-20019468.html
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Email: richardgentle@hotmail.com

Website: http://www.keekoo.co.uk
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